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The titles in this index are all of the English-language pop-up and movable books published between 1998 and 2007. This list supplements two previously printed volumes by Ann Montanaro: *Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography* [Scarecrow, 1993] and *Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography, Supplement 1, 1991-1997*. Also included in this Title Index are works published prior to 1998 which were inadvertently omitted from the print versions. Questions about entries, changes, corrections, and/or additions can be sent to: info@movablebooksociety.org.


Also: A signed edition limited to 300 copies, with an additional pop-up clown inside the front cover, was issued in a fabric-covered slipcase. ISBN: 0-9669433-3.


Description: 16 pages. 20 cm. “Join Jack, Lucy, Max and Peter as they play their games of magical make-believe! This work features giant pop-up flaps.” ISBN: 978184564006. OCLC: 84828434.


Description: 64 pages. 28 cm. Originally published in the *Woman’s Home Companion*, the picture pages were designed to be cut out along the solid black lines for surprise pictures underneath. OCLC: 35899552. Strong Museum.


Description: 14 pages. 19 x 19 cm. “When Peter and Max find an empty box they climb in and go on a wonderful series of adventures! Title features three-

Description: 12 pages. 22 x 24 cm. Includes a pop-up in the center of the book. Bookseller's description.

Description: 10 pages. 10 x 15 cm. The animals decorate a fir tree in the forest as a special Christmas tree. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five fanfolded pop-ups. Issued with five other books as a boxed set with a plastic handle, Christmas Mini Pop-up Storybooks. Title number: MFP17-22. Box number: MFP17-22C.

Description: Includes Tinsel Tree finger puppet by Mary Meyer. ISBN: 9771196413. OCLC: 37703013.

Description: 10 pages. 10 x 15 cm. Pretend you are a magician. Five simple, fanfolded pop-ups. ISBN: 1-57657-667-1.

Description: 10 pages. 13 x 16 cm. Includes pop-ups of the ABC’s favorite characters. One of a four-book set. "As seen on tv." Bookseller's description.

Description: 25 x 28 cm. 18 pages. Stiff board covers and pages. Seven tab-operated rotating pictures change from one picture to something that depicts its opposite. ISBN: 1900466155. OCLC: 44484280. [May be the same book as Fun to Learn Opposites.]

Description: 4 parts. 27 cm. Each part contains “two stories, and two magic changing pictures, together with two other pictures”; the magic changing picture has folding flaps along each side of the plate, which opens up to reveal a different, larger version of the illustration. Part 1: A visit to the zoological gardens - Pauline, or the little house-wife. Part 2: Robert at the fair, or the runaway found - Winter, or the hardhearted brother. Part 3: The true story of Punch and Judy - Harry and Eva, or the country house. Part 4: Frederick, or the little soldier - Annie and Mary, or idleness and industry. OCLC: 15540660. Lilly Library, Indiana University - part 1. Northwestern University - part 4.

**The Magic Toyshop.** By Brownwyn Lovell. Sally Anne Lambert, illustrator. New York, DK Pub., 2007. Description: 12 pages. 22 x 27 cm. “After stepping into a magic toy shop and being sprinkled with magic dust that shrinks them to the size of dolls, two children ride the train into Toyland and rescue the kidnapped princess.” Issued in a slipcase. “Container has button that, when pushed, plays music and turns on lights in the pop-up scene.” ISBN: 9780756631796. OCLC: 190802607.

**Magic Pictures: Alphabet Book.** Gill Guile, illustrator. Made in China. Kettering, U. K., The Book Studio, 2004. Description: 10 pages. 25 cm. The letters, printed on tabs, are visible through plastic encased between the pages. As the tab is pulled, the letter is obscured and an object starting with the letter is displayed through the plastic. ISBN: 1-904962-16-5. OCLC: 62115179.


Description: 12 pages. 25 x 32 cm. Pages fold out to form scenes; two sheets of press-out characters and four pop-up beasts in an envelope attached to inside back cover. ISBN: 033399857X. OCLC: 52695656.

Magical Changes. See: Graham Oakley's Magical Changes.


Magical Moonlight Feast. See: Flower Fairies Magical Moonlight Feast.


The Magical World of Teddies. See individual titles in the series.

The Magnificent Learn to Read Music Book. By Kate Petty. Jennie Maizels,


Description: 10 pages. 20 x 20 cm. The mouse Maisy rides a horse, drives a tractor, cleans the pigsty, and feeds baby lambs (the milk level in the bottle goes down with the pull of a tab). Tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 076360576X. OCLC: 39967355.

Description: 14 pages. By moving tabs and lifting flaps that manipulate such items as clothes that pull on and off, a toothbrush and a tiny bedtime book with real pages, Maisy Mouse prepares to get ready for bed. Tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 076363123X. OCLC: 70999401.


Description: 14 pages. 23 x 23 cm. Help with the weather forecast by pulling the tabs and turning the wheels to make the rain come down, the snow fall, the lightning flash, and even a rainbow appear. ISBN: 0763629871. OCLC:


A Make-belief of Funny Beasts. Pictorial Moving Picture Books. Printed in Bavaria. New York, Pictorial Color Book Co., n.d. [1910-1918]. Description: 10 pages. 24 cm. Four tab-operated mechanicals. Three story pages. Cover illustration: a dog in clothes riding a large pig. The moveables include: an elephant riding a bicycle, head and leg move; two elephants on their way to school, both heads move; small pig wearing clothes riding a larger unclothed pig, rear end moves; and doctor pig checks a sick pig, doctor’s body and sick pig’s head move. OCLC: 64176688. University of Central Missouri Library.


Margret and H.A. Rey’s Curious George’s pop-up storybook house. See: Curious George’s pop-up storybook house


Martin Moss & Lap Dog’s Pen Pals: A Book with Letters and Parcels from Around the World! By Richard J. Lucas. Louise Comfort, illustrator. Produced in Malaysia. London, StMichael from Marks & Spencer, 1996. Description: 10 pages. 27 x 22 cm. Lap Dog receives birthday presents from Martin’s pen pals around the world. Loose packages are in the French bicycle basket, under the arms of the skateboarder and the man in the desert, and three loose letters on the final spread. No ISBN.


**Max Loves Sunflowers.** By Ken Wilson-Max. New York, Hyperion Books for
Description: 12 pages. 23 cm. Max plants seeds and waits until the seeds grow, and then he dances when the sunflowers open. Book contains lift-the-flaps, pull tabs, and slide tabs. ISBN: 0-7868-0413-0. OCLC: 39892653.

Description: 8 pages. 33 x 27 cm. Max builds super machines: a race car, a monster truck, and a supersonic plane. Three large, complex pop-ups that attain additional height when tabs are pulled that are connected to elastic strings. ISBN: 0590542648. OCLC: 42659882.


Description: 12 pages. 26 x 26 cm. A molded plastic game on the cover has four small balls to move through the pathways. Two double-page pop-ups: a pyramid and castle. The book also includes 3-D glasses and a “magic wand” to use on the electronic circuit. ISBN: 0-525-45901-4. OCLC: 50996460


Also: London, Grandreams, n.d. [196-?]. Bookseller’s description.

**The Mediaeval Nativity: A Pop-up Nativity Scene Based on Paintings by the Old Masters.** Max Schindler, illustrator. Mark Hiner, designer and paper engineer. Jason Compagno, cover frame illustrator. Manufactured in China.
Description: 14 pages. 15 x 12 cm. A panorama book with pop-up figures including King John, Sir Francis Drake, Lord Nelson, Queen Elizabeth, King Henry VIII, Mary Queen of Scots, and Guy Fawkes. Bookseller's description.

Description: 24 x 15 cm. 3 pop-ups. "Based on the original Boffee Bear series created by Angela Mills of Bernard Thornton Artists, London." Bookseller's description.


Description: 12 pages. 25 x 20 x 6 cm. Cover text: "Something wicked this way comes Marcel at saber-toothed cats, dire wolves, & cave bears! Presented by the renowned masters Sabuda & Reinhart. Includes more than 35 astounding pop-up creations." Six complex, colorful, double-page pop-ups supplemented with smaller pop-ups under gatefold text panels on every page. ISBN: 978-0-7636-2230-5. OCLC: 76263573.
Also: Limited edition. Front cover with additional pop-up signed by both authors unique to this edition. Bound in russet-colored fabric covered boards with matching slipcase. Title and author statement embossed in gilt on spine of book. This book is one of a special edition of 26, lettered A to Z and retained by the authors, or one of a signed and numbered edition of 300. OCLC: 225865187. University of California, Los Angeles.

Description: 23 cm. Based on the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers television program. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 12 pages. 23 x 23 cm. Could menopause really be so much fun? Four double-page pop-ups, tab-operated mechanicals, and rotating wheels.

Description: 20 cm. 8 pages. Shaped pop-up book with sound effect inside the front cover and textured patch on front cover.

Description: 30 pages. 25 cm. This book is a complete guide to the ins and outs of cat ownership, showing how cats live and the best way to look after them. Includes lift-the-flaps and pop-ups. “Originally published in Belgium: Clavis Uitgeverij Amsterdam-Hasselt.”

Description: 10 pages. 15 x 23 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. “An English translation of the Schreibers Stehauf-Bilberbuch Kaufladen u. Puppenhaus.” The pop-ups are: shop, the kitchen, the “eating room,” “invitation to the garden.”

Description: 10 pages. 21 cm. “Pop-up book, with glitter detail.”

Description: 12 pages. 27 cm. The padded cover has a die-cut, three-dimensional scene encased under a rectangular plastic-covered window. Each of the six pop-ups is a four-layer illustrated scene that stands up when the adjacent text page is turned.
Description: 10 pages. 21 cm. Based on the characters by Beatrix Potter. Each page includes tactile inserts such as a scratchy pine tree and fuzzy stockings. A pop-up Christmas tree is the final spread. ISBN: 0723249253. OCLC: 52946592.

Description: 23 x 17 cm. “Four double-page pop-up pages for the months of January, April, August, and December. The other months are also illustrated but they are smaller with one and sometimes two months on each page.” Bookseller’s description.


Description: 29 x 26 cm. Photo collages are created from recycled kitchen utensils, used circuit boards, and scrap metal. A final pop-up spread includes a “woofing” sound chip. ISBN: 0763620831. OCLC: 52615573


Mickey Mouse in King Arthur’s Court: With “Scenic” Illustrations. London, Dean & Son, Ltd., 1934.
Description: 41 pages. 25 cm. “Story and illustrations by the staff of the Walt Disney Studios.” Same content as the Blue Ribbon edition. OCLC: 29092418. University of Virginia. Toronto Public Library. Also cataloged as published by Dean & Son in 1933. OCLC 62446869. University of Minnesota.

Mickey Mouse Presents his Silly Symphonies: Babes in the Woods: King Neptune: With “Scenic” Illustrations. London, Dean & Son, Ltd., n.d. [193-?].
Description: 18 x 24 cm. 48 thick pages. 4 pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.


Mickey’s Treasure Trove. Walt Disney’s Pop-up Book. London, Dean & Son, n.d. [195-?]

Description: 14 pages. 25 x 30 cm. These mighty machines are a helicopter, a submarine, a train, an ocean liner, and a spaceship. Seven large, double-page pop-ups. Private collection.

Description: 10 pages. 24 x 29 cm. Sturdy board pages. These mighty machines are a recreational vehicle, a dump truck, a steam shovel, a crane, and a tractor. Five large, double-page pop-ups. Text told in rhyme. ISBN: 0-7607-7189-8.

Millennium. See: Amazing Dome


Minnie’s Birthday Surprise. Dick Dudley, paper engineer. Produced by Compass Productions. [Holyoke, Mass.], Renner Davis; [Los Angeles, California], Walt Disney, 1993.
Description: 14 pages. 18 cm. It seems that everyone, including Mickey, has forgotten Minnie’s birthday. One double-page pop-up illustration and a small (10 cm.) booklet attached within covers. Issued with an illustrated mailing envelope. ISBN: 0307703096. OCLC: 57217839. Indiana University.

Description: 8 pages. 19 x 22 cm. Spiral bound. A four-section carousel book. Shaped cover forms a roof. The reader is directed to fasten the covers together with a paper clip to form the scene depicting the aisles of a supermarket. OCLC: 179259601. Princeton University.

Description: 10 pages. 10 x 16 cm. Angels Gail and Gabriel expected to get in a
lot of trouble when they painted themselves instead of their pictures. Five fanfolded pop-ups. LA1-6. No ISBN.


Description: 10 pages. 8 x 12 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five fanfolded pop-ups. Promotion for Sonic restaurant children’s meal. The publication information is printed on the removable plastic cover. No ISBN.

Description: 10 pages. 8 x 12 cm. Molly dreams she is painting with Michelangelo and visiting Leonardo DaVinci. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five fanfolded pop-ups with three sliding tabs. Promotion for Sonic restaurant children’s meal. No ISBN. OCLC: 55747099. University of North Texas.

Description: 10 x 10 cm. A three-section carousel book which can be tied open with two sets of ribbons. Includes two sheets of punch-out characters. Promotion for Sonic restaurant children’s meal. The publication information is printed on the removable plastic cover. No ISBN. OCLC: 55747099. University of Southern Mississippi.


Description: 14 pages. 19 x 20 cm. Little Elephant is concerned that mother may not always be there to care for him but she is able to reassure him. ISBN: 0-68984-692-4. OCLC: 49522852.


Monster Colours. See: Discover the World of Monster Colours.


Monster Myths. See: Classic Monster Myths.
**Monster Noises:** See: *Discover the World of Monster Noises*.


**Moo Moo Goes to the City.** By Jo Lodge. London, Bodley Head, 2002. Description: 16 pages. 29 cm. Moo Moo is catching the train to the city for an exciting day out. At the end there is a pop-up of the moonlit city skyline. ISBN: 0370326245. OCLC: 482365432.

Description: 10 pages. 26 x 26 cm. A first introduction to a variety of animals and their babies. Ten fanfolded pop-ups printed on glossy paper. ISBN: 0-75255-579-0. OCLC: 50727071.

**Moo Moo Has a Party.** By Jo Lodge. London, Bodley Head, 2002. Description: 14 pages. 29 cm. “... a few pop-up surprises as it tells the simple tale of Moo Moo (she’s a cow) and her birthday celebrations.” ISBN: 0370325036. OCLC: 45827710.


**More Comical Transforming Characters: Capable of over Five Hundred Metamorphoses.** Dean’s Surprise Picture Books. London, Dean & Son, 1873. Description: 14 pages. 20 cm. Publisher’s address: 160A Fleet Street. OCLC: 27098364. University of California, Los Angeles.

**More Fun for Everyone.** “Designed at the Studios in England and printed at the Fine Art Works in Bavaria.” London, Raphael Tuck, n.d. [1890]. Description: 25 x 19 cm. Four chromolithographed, tab-operated plates. The first illustration shows a cellist running the bow over the strings while a dog, sitting nearby, pretends to do the same thing. In the second, a farmer hits a young boy as he tried to climb over a wall after stealing apples. The third plate shows an old lady admonishing a dog that has appeared from under the table and scared the cat. The lady’s arm goes up and down as does the dog. In the final illustration a window opens to reveal an old woman blocking her ears as two howling cats pop into view from behind their songbook. Bookseller’s description.

Barron’s Educational Series, 2002.
Description: 20 pages. 19 x 21 cm. Verses describe all of the little things that happen in the garden. Three pop-ups, lift-the-flaps, and tab-operated mechanicals. Some of the animals have fuzzy tactile inserts and the bird has a feather. ISBN: 0-7641-5460-5. OCLC: 49802988.


Description: 12 pages. 19 x 25 cm. Cartoon-like characters depict Moses cheerfully being placed in the reeds by his mother while an equally-happy servant kneels alongside. The title is printed on a scroll-like banner and the series name is printed in an oval-shaped image. Six pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 10 pages. 14 x 18 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five fanfolded pop-ups ISBN: 0-7554-0677-X. [The same ISBN was used for all 6 books in the series.]


**The Most Magnificent Invention Mansion: A Three-dimensional Mystery.**
Description: 32 cm. Pockets inside the front and back covers hold the parts of the book. The front pocket holds Welcome to Invention Mansion, a 24-page booklet with four sheets of punch-out pieces, introduces fictional 19th century inventors with real inventions. The back pocket holds a three-dimensional mansion and a large sheet showing the mansion grounds. ISBN: 0-333-69244-6. OCLC: 42699627.

Description: A nativity set with a pop-up book and a plastic baby Jesus laying in a straw-filled manger. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 16 pages. 21 cm. The book can be set up to make a complete circle and can be hung by a string. OCLC: 6595482.
Description: 17 x 24 cm. Three double-page fanfolded pop-up scenes. ISBN: 0862274990. [The same ISBN may have been used for The Wizard of Oz.]


**Mother Goose in Motion Pictures.** Chicago, The Buzza Co., n.d. [192-?].
Description: 16 pages. 23 x 18 cm. Old Mother Hubbard; Little Miss Muffet; Little Jack Horner; Little Bo Peep; Little Boy Blue; and Tom, Tom the Piper's Son are all portrayed in pop-ups. Bookseller's description.


Description: 29 x 29 cm. Six pop-ups form a house for Chelsea and Charlie, the two plush mice, to play in. ISBN: 1-58117-156-0. OCLC: 50696514.

Description: 16 pages. 26 x 25 cm. The whole jungle shakes when the messy mouse eats bananas. Six pop-ups encased under extended-page flaps. ISBN: 0-
Also: Issued in a special edition of 26, lettered A to Z and retained by the author, or one of a signed and numbered edition of 150. A pop-up bird, the title and “Limited edition” statement appear in a card inset in front cover. The limited edition is bound in yellow cloth and is in a yellow slipcase. ISBN: 0-689-83149-8.

Description: Bookseller’s description.


Muddlewitch on the Farm: With Magic Pull-tab Noises. By Nick Sharratt, London, Egmont, 2006. Description: 8 pages. Muddlewitch switches all the animals' noises but after a day of chaos she promises to put everything back to normal. With a pull of the tab, the acetate sheet changes the images from black and white to color. ISBN: 978-1405226516. OCLC: 70844823

Mummy's Little Monkey. See: Mommy's Little Monkey.


Musical Pop-up Treasury. See also: Dora the Explorer Musical Pop-up Treasury.


My Ballet Bag. By Elissa Held. Bethann Thornburgh, illustrator. New York, Little Simon, 2002. Description: 25 x 16 cm. Shaped like a ballet bag, this pink carryall holds a removable brush, comb and bottle of hair spray, among other items; fabric accents give an authentic feel to tights and a fluffy tulle tutu. Pull-tabs draw the curtain as the recital begins; in the end, the dancer holds a bouquet of pop-up roses. ISBN: 0-689-84966-4. OCLC: 70877032.


Description: 6 pages. 21 x 21 cm. Three fanfolded pop-ups on glossy paper.

Description: 12 pages. 31 cm. The tool box pops up in the middle and is surrounded by die cut pages and six removable tools: a wrench, hammer, saw, pipe, screwdriver, and a drill. ISBN: 0-7641-5971-2. OCLC: 72438740.

Description: 14 cm. Cinderella is getting married, but she has many things to do before the big day. Padded cover with five sturdy pop-ups. ISBN: 0375831592. OCLC: 56754536.

Description: 20 pages. 25 x 25 cm. Would your dream bed be a wave, a nest, or a your own bed? Two double-page pop-ups, lift-the-flaps, and rotating wheels. A sleeping person, attached to the book with a ribbon, can be moved from a slot on the cover to a bed within the book. ISBN: 0-439-30912-3. OCLC: 49196763


Description: 28 x 28 cm. A four-section carousel book with ribbon closures. Four little girls are off to stay with their cousins, the Cherrytree Fairies, who live in a treehouse. Includes a sheet of press-out characters to use in the scene and a picnic basket in which to store the pieces. A tiny, folded recipe booklet sits in a basket, clothes hang on a line, and a swing is suspended on “rope” from a tree. ISBN: 140505364X. OCLC: 68771889.


My Family. Pop-up Picture Word Book Text and illustrations by Brian Robertson.
Description: 15 x 15 cm. Fanfolded pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 8 pages. 33 x 25 cm. A carousel book with ribbon ties and punch-out figures. Take a trip to Willow Tree Farm and see farm scenes fold down in each section of the carousel. ISBN: 1902553446. OCLC: 56457884.

Description: 15 x 15 cm. Fanfolded pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.

My First 100 Words in French and English. A Pull-the-tab Language Book.

My First 100 Words in Spanish and English. A Pull-the-tab Language Book.
Description: 29 cm. Tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 067174965X. OCLC:


Description: Text printed parallel to the spine. Cover design: a seated dog, a standing rabbit, and an open jack-in-the box are placed on a rug. The background is yellow. Private collection.


Description: 10 pages. 15 x 20 cm. Padded cover. Text printed parallel to the spine. Colorful pages with objects, animals, and toys each identified by name. Five fanfolded pop-ups. ISBN: 1-59060-500-4 [All books in the series may have the same ISBN].

My Flower Garden Book. no publisher, no date [195-?].
Description: 19 x 24 cm. A build up book. Betty and Bobby have a beautiful flower garden. The book stands up like an easel and die-cut pages stand up to complete the scene. Issued with a seed packet. Private collection.

Description: 14 pages. 16 x 16 cm. The puffins have fun together. Four double-page pop-ups and tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 1857074092. OCLC: 40544093.


Description: 15 x 15 cm. Fanfolded pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.


Description: 8 pages. 45 x 32 cm. An introduction to triceratops, tyrannosaurus rex, saber-toothed tiger, woolly mammoth, and macrauchenia. Four double-page pop-ups. No ISBN. OCLC: 213816388.

Description: 28 x 23 x 10 cm. in container 28 x 23 x 11 cm. The book is made of heavy cardboard shaped liked a briefcase with items that can be folded out, lifted up, taken out and untied. ISBN: 0-7611-3794-7. OCLC: 60570699.

Description: 22 x 21 x 9 cm. in container 22 x 22 x10 cm. The book is made of heavy cardboard shaped liked a purse with items that can be folded out, lifted up, taken out and untied: a notebook, sunglasses, keys, a bow, scarf, and a letter. The book was issued in a 22 x 22 x 10 cm. clear plastic box. ISBN: 0-7611-2978-2. OCLC: 52787400.


My Mommy’s Tote. By P. H. Hanson. New York, Workman Pub Co., 2007. Description: 8 pages. 16 cm. x 22 cm. "Mommy’s tote bag includes a clock with moving hands, a maze to navigate, spin wheel for learning the alphabet and numbers, special pen to draw on the write-on, wipe-off board and Mommy’s laptop, cell phone, and wallet with a removable credit card. More than 75 objects and 30 activities." ISBN: 9780761147671. OCLC: 148909734.


Description: 24 x 33 cm. Issued in an illustrated box. “There are 8 thick cardboard scenes with holes cut out in various places. Any one of these scenes can be placed over any one of 6 paper pages so the reader can change the text and illustrations to create a number of stories.” Back cover: “A Gordon Volland production.” OCLC: 30113597. University of Florida, Indiana University.


Description: 16 pages. 21 cm. A carousel book. Soft covers. The shaped cover forms a pet cage holding, in separate areas, a squirrel, birds, mice, parakeets, and a monkey. The tabs on the sections of the book go into slots and then the book is set up to make a complete circle that can be hung by the attached string. OCLC: 6636342.


Description: 4 pages. 25 x 25 cm. Peek inside the homes of Pooh and friends! This pop-up playhouse includes lift-the-flaps, tab-operated mechanicals and press-out characters and stickers to add to the rooms. ISBN: 978-1405233118. OCLC: 166356038.

My Pop-Pop is a Pirate: A Swashbuckling Tale with a Treasure Trove of Interactive Extras. By Pat Croce. Julia Woolf, illustrator. [Philadelphia], Running
Press Kids, 2007. Description: 23 cm. “Paz’s class does not believe her when, during show-and-tell, she tells them all about her grandfather, who she claims is a pirate, but they may change their minds while on a field trip to the aquarium.” “flaps, moveable tabs, and a fantastic pop-up finale!” ISBN: 9780762428717. OCLC: 233599725.


Mysterious Messages: With Fairy Letter, Pop Up, and Other Surprises! Disney Fairies. By Tennant Redbank. New York, Random House, 2006. Description: 16 cm. There’s going to be a grand gala in Never Land and everyone is invited but, no one knows what the party is for or who is sending those mysterious messages A single pop-up supplements a pull-out fairy letter, hologramatic foil, and scents. ISBN: 0736423966. OCLC: 74814205.

